18th Sir Hans Krebs lecture. Knowledge-based protein modelling and design.
A systematic technique for protein modelling that is applicable to the design of drugs, peptide vaccines and novel proteins is described. Our approach is knowledge-based, depending on the structures of homologous or analogous proteins and more generally on a relational data base of protein three-dimensional structures. The procedure simultaneously aligns the known tertiary structures, selects fragments from the structurally conserved regions on the basis of sequence homology, aligns these with the 'average structure' or 'framework', builds on the loops selected from homologous proteins or a wider database, substitutes sidechains and energy minimises the resultant model. Applications to modelling an homologous structure, tissue plasminogen activator on the basis of another serine proteinase, and to modelling an analogous protein, HIV viral proteinase on the basis of aspartic proteinases, are described. The converse problem of ab initio design is also addressed: this involves the selection of an amino acid sequence to give a particular tertiary structure, in this case a symmetrical domain of two Greek-key motifs.